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	  Estate Agency Services   Estate Agency ServicesAct and transact with greater certainty and less risk by using solutions built on the UK’s biggest data resource for land and property.

  Find out more    

	 Compliance api
When you use our comprehensive range of AML compliance solutions, you can verify and onboard clients faster, improve efficiencies, effectively manage risk and speed up transaction times.

	 Floor Plans app
Produce high-quality floor plans in minutes with Metropix – the trusted solution by property professionals for over 15 years. With multiple creation options for agencies of all sizes.

	 Auction Packs
Take back control of your auctions, mitigate risk and create a new revenue stream, all whilst delivering a better experience for your clients.

	 Quick Sale Ready
Reduce admin time, improve property transaction speed, and deliver a better client experience with our Quick Sale Ready service.

	 Mapping
Our mapping data is designed to support any project – from maps to grab and go, to complex data needs.



	  Estate Agent Case Studies    


  

 The complete Agency online portal to onboard your clients faster, gather key property information sooner and get ahead of the game.

  LandmarkAgent    

  

 The fast and efficient way to produce your marketing floor plans.

  Metropix    




	  Geodata Services   Geodata ServicesGain the advantage of having rich, relevant data available to you at every stage of your land or property project’s development – any time you need them, everywhere you go.

  Find out more    

	 Mapping app api
Whether you’re working on a residential planning application or the valuation of a commercial plot, our mapping services are designed to support any project at any scale.

	 Environmental app
Our portfolio of geospatial data products and visualisation tools provide unparalleled insight into environmental risk on your site or project – land contamination, flood risk, geology, ecology and much more.

	 Geodata Consulting Services app
Experience enhanced levels of support, greater product functionality and greater value – with our Enterprise Services. Embed the latest and most accurate data and information directly into your systems, with custom workflow integrations and API access.

	 Risk & Due Diligence Reports
Accurate and current data powers informed decisions. Make better decisions, mitigate risk and undertake due diligence faster, with our range of services designed to support every type of property-related risk.

	 Managed Geospatial Services
You can be confident that you always have the highest quality geospatial data, through our innovative data solutions and deep knowledge of the geospatial information lifecycle.



	  Case Studies    


  

 As the UK's No.1 mapping system, over 20,000 surveyors, architects and developers rely on Promap for instant access to digital mapping and data.

  Promap    

  

 Envirocheck is the industry-standard desk study report, containing current and historical information, covering a comprehensive range of environmental risks.

  Envirocheck    




	  Financial Services   Financial ServicesBringing the market closer together, accelerating transactions and helping people make better lending and investment decisions faster through a range of solutions designed to empower every step of the journey.

  Find out more    

	 Lending
Start making faster, better, risk-based lending decisions and become more responsive to the needs of your customers when you use our innovative, integrated lending solutions.

	 Surveying app
We’ve created an integrated product portfolio that provides surveyors with everything they need – including case management and booking, as well as mobile surveyor tools.

	 Private Equity & Investing
Manage ESG performance, increase ESG scores, and quickly identify potential ESG risks early with RiskHorizon – our ESG management tool.



	  Case Studies    


  

 Our mobile surveying app for efficient and intuitive information capture for every valuation, RICS HomeBuyer Report and Single Survey Report.

  Q-Mobile    

  



 Our intuitive ESG screening tool which standardises risk management, saves time and helps you make better decisions.

  RiskHorizon    




	  Legal & Conveyancing   Legal & ConveyancingTo give you the greatest support in all your property and land due diligence, and in line with the Law Society and SRA & CLC requirements, we provide access to a comprehensive range of flexible and evolving services – all delivered with a dedicated, personal approach.

  Find out more    

	 Legal & Due Diligence Reports
We provide a range of services to support every type of transaction in the residential and commercial property sectors.

	 Case Management
Make your firm more compliant and productive, by using Intelliworks - our case management system designed to free your fee earner and support staff from routine tasks by using our managed workflows.

	 Panel Management
Start making your transaction management easier with Optimus – our game-changing conveyancing panel management services for lenders, estate agents, mortgage brokers and introducers.

	 ESG Management
With ESG management now a critical element of due diligence, we give you the tools to identify ESG risks as early as possible to speed up transactions and win new business.

	 Search Provider Partners
We work closely with our search provider partners to ensure that both they and their clients can be certain that they always have the right report for the right transaction, and can find the answer to every query quickly.

	 Specialist Risk Management Consultancy
Through our specialist in-house environmental consultancy we offer a range of extensive solutions to de-risk your property transactions.

	 Sustainability Training Services
Our new sustainability training services are here to help you understand the wider context of climate change and designed to give you the skills required to implement the transition to a lower carbon economy.



	  Case Studies    


  

 Specialist risk management consultancy providing environmental due diligence and risk assessment services for land and property.

  Argyll Environmental    

  



 Our intuitive ESG screening tool which standardises risk management, saves time and helps you make better decisions.

  RiskHorizon    
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Argyll Environmental
Consult the experts. Real people providing solutions to your complex risk-based questions


Argyll Environmental is a specialist risk management consultancy. We provide environmental due diligence and risk assessment services for land and property. Our clients use these to support transactions, redevelopment, corporate decision making, investments and valuations.




Services we offer


	 Environmental Planning Services
	 Environmental Risk Reports





	 
Environmental Planning Services
Find all the risk management services you need right here. Our wide range of environmental products and consultancy services have been designed to help you complete your risk management journey in one place.
  Find out more   



	 
Environmental Risk Reports
Our market-leading reports are designed in conjunction with the UK’s top law firms to ensure they are clear and simple to understand. And they don’t just give you data – they provide the information and advice you need to help you move forwards.
  Find out more   









 


 Biodiversity Net Gain Unlock Biodiversity Net Gain Success with Landmark's Comprehensive Solutions
Our comprehensive suite of Biodiversity Net Gain (BNG) solutions is tailored to provide legal and property professionals with the essential data and insights needed to navigate this complex landscape. With a commitment to both environmental preservation and informed decision-making, our reports are meticulously curated to empower professionals across the spectrum, from developers and landowners to environmental lawyers and land agents.
	  Find out more about BNG  







 


 SiteSolutions Combined
From the overall risk assessment to risk commentaries, through to bespoke recommendations, a consultant has determined what is appropriate on a site-specific basis. Following the review of an extremely comprehensive suite of historic mapping, environmental and flood data, plus their supporting attributes.
	  Find out more  







 


 SiteSolutions Commercial
SiteSolutions Commercial is a specialist land contamination liability and risk report, written and assessed by environmental consultants. The report includes an extremely comprehensive suite of historic mapping, environmental and flood data, plus their supporting attributes. SiteSolutions Commercial also includes aerial photography and where necessary, street-level imagery.
	  Find out more  







 


 FloodSolutions Commercial
FloodSolutions Commercial is a specialist desktop flood risk assessment with full data analysis and consultant review. The report includes a comprehensive range of flood data for river, coastal, surface water and groundwater that has been analysed and compared to others in detail prior to selection, Environment Agency verified flood events in detail which will include the size, date of event and source, as well as the elevation of the site above the event.
	  Find out more  







 


 Our Sectors
Our products and services are used across a number of sectors to help our clients manage liability, maximise value and/or make informed decisions. We understand the nuances of each sector and have built tailored reports and services to suit these specialist requirements.
	  Our Sectors  







 Data to Go Dashboard - Your gateway to property insight
Keen to discover the latest transactional trends, or understand what’s driving your sector?
Our new Data to Go dashboard pinpoints trends and patterns across the property sector using the latest transactional data and proprietary research.
We work across the entire market – including property transactions, planning, infrastructure, and conveyancing – which means that Data to Go covers all areas of residential and commercial property transactions.
  Explore a selection of data points below or visit the the Data to Go dashboard for more. 



How are developers are minimising waste generation?

 75% are making use of recycled materials
 70% follow construction waste reduction strategy
 51% also incorporate on-site recycling  facilities

 Source Market Research Report - Exploring developers’ perspectives on technology and sustainability
  View/download report     
      
            





What are commercial developers doing to encourage eco-friendly commuting?

 77% including bike parking spaces


 Source Market Research Report - Exploring developers’ perspectives on technology and sustainability
  View/download report     
      
            





What practices are residential land developers incorporating into their 
projects to reduce environmental impact and promote eco-friendly living?

 60% adopting water-saving fixtures
 63% adopting renewable energy
 65% adopting green building materials
 77% adopting energy efficiency through insulation, appliances and glazing

 Source Market Research Report - Exploring developers’ perspectives on technology and sustainability
  View/download report     
      
            





54%of developers are faced with the challenge of a lack of  funding or dedicated budget for technology

 54%


 Source Market Research Report - Exploring developers’ perspectives on technology and sustainability
  View/download report     
      
            





Just over 1/5 of residential conveyancers told us their firms haven’t started work on a Net Zero strategy.

  17% Have a net zero strategy and it is published
 35% Have a net zero strategy but it is not published
 27% Have a net zero strategy in progress
 21% Do not have a net zero strategy

 Source Residential Conveyancing What does the future hold for 2024?
  View/download report     
      
            





Overall SSTM levels for Q4 ‘23 in Scotland were 15% down vs Q4 ‘19.

 15% lower vs Q4 ‘19


 Source Landmark Q4 '23 residential property trends report (England, Scotland, Wales) - January 2024
  View/download report     
      
            







Tell us how we can help

Get in touch and tell us more about what you need so we can help you to start powering more property and land decisions with confidence.
For Argyll Environmental customer support queries, please call 0330 036 6115 or email [email protected]
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